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Shooting lesson Technique

Shooting 
confessions

Instructor: Malcolm Plant

This month coach, Malcolm Plant squares up to difficult targets 
and shooting confessions in both the lunch room…and clubhouse
Words MalcolM plant

A
s another game season 

draws ever closer to closing 

a new clay season is on the 

horizon. I’ve been reflecting 

on all the shoot talk over 

sloe gins, or cups of tea. What targets do 

you find most tricky?

Okay, I’ll start first. I am right-handed 

and left eye dominant and, unless I shut my 

left eye, I get a completely confused sight 

picture when trying to align gun and target.

This is not much of a disadvantage, if 

any, when shooting clay disciplines like 

Skeet or Down-the-Line. In these activities 

all the target and gun placements are out 

in front, as crossing or going-away clays. 

Similarly with crossing or going-away 

pigeons or game birds.

Indeed, one or two of the best game and 

skeet shots in the country have only one 

eye, due to industrial or other accidents.

Where I struggle is with high and “true 

driven” clays, pheasant, partridge or 

pigeon. To put the required shot placement 

ahead of the target, means the target has 

to disappear under the gun. And for me, 

with my left eye closed, it literally does. 

If I was able to keep my left eye open, I 

would have the possibility of being aware 

of the position of the target under the gun.

To use the word “see” is perhaps an 

over exaggeration; the shooter is strongly 

focused on the target flightline, with the 

right dominant eye, as the gun moves 

ahead of the target. But the left eye can, 

with practice, be aware of the position of 

the target and report to the brain that the 

picture looks right with the message – it’s 

time to pull the trigger.

If I open my left eye, the gun points in 

the wrong direction and I shoot up the left 

side of the target by a long way.

With low-to-medium height targets, it is 

possible to learn the instinctive timing and 

gun speed to hit the mark, even with the 

“one or two 
of the best 
game and 
skeet shots 
have only 
one eye”

true driven
Being left-eye dominant, 
Malcolm struggles with 
high, true driven birds
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left eye closed. “Make it disappear…pull 

the trigger”.

High bird drifter
All is not lost, however. Whether you shoot 

with one eye or two, there are some useful 

techniques which most of the high bird 

specialists use.

For a start, turn the target into a crosser. 

Whether it’s a clay or a pheasant you have 

quite a lot of time on high birds – enough 

time to read its line and precise direction. 

Which, in turn, enables you to turn partially 

right or left, to make the target into a 

crossing bird, but above your head. Most 

high birds will be drifting slightly left or 

right in any case, and this helps with the 

decision making process. Now you have 

the target in sight throughout the shooting 

process, you can see the line and see the 

forward allowance required. Even if the 

target is absolutely vertical above your 

head, it is still possible to turn sideways 

and shoot it as a crosser. 

An alternative, which does require a bit 

of practice at the clay ground is to “shoot 

up the side”. Here we address the target as 

a full-on driven target with the appropriate 

traditional stance. If you have to close your 

left eye, as a right-handed shooter, don’t 

make the target disappear under the gun, 

but shoot just up the left-hand side of the 

target, so that your right master eye still 

has visual contact with the bird. You can 

now still see the forward allowance picture.

You are relying on the spread of the 

shot pattern to hit the target and up at 40 

yards or so, that is a significant spread. This 

technique is also just as useful to two-eye 

shooters as one-eye guns. However, there 

is a disadvantage compared to the side on 

technique…if the breeze pushes your bird 

or target back under the gun you will lose 

visual contact, and are back to square one.

For right-handed shooters the more 

challenging presentation is the target that 

starts quite high, out to the left, behind the 

left shoulder and powers off in front, with 

possibly some downward trajectory. This 

is quite a difficult gun movement and even 

if you get the gun mount about right, there 

is a danger that the stock leaves your face 

due to the gun movement.

Additionally the left to right movement 

is equivalent to the ‘’backhand’’ in tennis, 

which right handers find more awkward.

The only way to master this type of  

target is to practice with a coach watching 

you or someone who knows your  

shooting style and can identify gun to 

target relationships.

Trouble down below
One of the clay clubs I belong to shoots in 

a disused quarry. A useful venue for target 

presentation. The more Machiavellian 

course setters like to put on targets which 

have their full flightline below the level 

of the shooting position. Incomers, going 

away targets, crossers, loopers, rabbits; 

all below your feet. And at full throttle the 

rabbit travels at just below the speed of 

light. Challenging.

For these types of novel targets there 

is only one recommendation; you simply 

have to experience them and practice. 

Frequently the shooter needs a bit more 

weight on the front foot to give more body 

stability for the awkward gun movements 

involved. And again, identifying the three 

key points on the flightline is important, as 

there may be very little margin for error.

Game versus clays
Technically all targets are just moving 

objects; the same principles apply to the 

approach for shooting them. In game 

shooting, a cartridge to hit ratio of three 

shots to one is considered to be pretty 

competent shooting, because every target 

is different and there is a huge amount 

Quartering targets
These are not so common in the game 

shooting field, but often seen in clay 

shooting and indeed by the crop  

protection, pigeon community.

Typically it’s a target moving away  

from the shooting position which is  

angled in such a way as to give some 

crossing element of flight, as well as  

rising or dropping at the same time. 

Definitely tricky, and used by many 

competition course setters to sort out  

the prize winners!

In my experience too many shooters 

employ far too much gun movement  

when addressing this type of target.

Identifying the three key points on the 

flight-line is critical: where do I look for it, 

where do I start my gun from, and where 

do I shoot it? And frequently, a shooter will 

not mount the gun correctly, producing a 

miss over the top.

more fieldcraft and foot movement involved 

in bird shooting. In Sporting clay shooting 

you might be getting into the club results 

list with 80 per cent or more hits.

However, when game or pigeon shooting 

you have the choice on every shot of 

whether or not to accept the challenge of 

that target, or look for another one. Still, a 

two cartridges for one hit ratio is extremely 

good shooting. While in clay shooting all 

targets presented must be attempted, 

whether they’re singles with full use of 

the gun (two shots), doubles on report, 

following doubles or simultaneous doubles.

And we have not explored what the 

Machiavellian course setter can do with 

fiendish combinations in doubles! But at 

least you can watch the targets being shot 

and plan your own approach while other 

shooters are having a go. Sg

Shoot up the side
Address the target as if you were to shoot a 
full-on driven bird with the traditional stance

Visual contact
Don’t make the target disappear under the 
gun, but shoot up the left-hand side 

Allowance
As your master eye still has contact with the bird 
you can now still see the forward allowance picture

“For these types of targets 
you have to experience  
them and practice”

Help
Instructors can help 
master targets

Watch and learn
Watch the targets being shot by 
others and plan your own approach


